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Revolution is evolution compressed into a shorter period ; evolution is revolution spread
out over a longer period, Both evolution and revolution imply change and progress and
in nature there is room for both. In fact, nature cannot do without either.
I have said that we shall have to alter many of our notions of goad and bad, I hava
also said that we want a radical transformation of our whole life. This is necessary if
we are to become great as a nation and occupy a spat of honour among the foremost
nations of the world. Life has meaning, worth and significance only if it is lived for
the sake of an ideal, A nation need not live — in fact it has no right to live — if it does
not want to progress and should achieve greatness merely to fulfil a selfish national
purpose ; it should aspire to become great in order to make humanity great — so that
the world may become ultimately a better and a happier place to dwell in.
India possesses all the resources, intellectual, moral and material, which go to mak«
a people great. And India is still living, in spite of her hoary antiquity, because sbe
has to become great once again — b°cause she has a mission to perform. India's mission
is firstly to save herself and thereafter to make her contribution to the sum-total of the
culture and civilization of the world. In spite of half-a-hundred handicaps, India's
contribution to-day is by no means a small one. Just imagine for a moment what her
contribution would be, if she were free to develop her life according to her own genius,
I am sure that our people can achieve wonders if only we could be roused to
ceaseless activity. I am also sure that once we are thoroughly roused, we shall be able
to outrun even the progressive nations of to-day '* the hustlers from the "West.*' All
that we want is a magic wand by waving which our whole life could be galvanised. The
French Philosopher, Bergson, has talked of the " elan vital •'* — the vital impetus— which
moves the whole world to activity and progress. What is the " elan vital " of oar
national life f It is the desire for freedom, for expansion, for self-expression. The
counterpart of this deaire is revolt against bondage. If you want to be free, you must revolt
against the bondage that surrounds you — and if you revolt against bondage and revolt
successfully, you are bound to win your freedom.
Except those whose moral sense is altogether dead, every human being is bound
to feel, more or less, the pangs of slavery and the humiliation of servitude. When this
feeling becomes acute, slavery and bondage become intolerable aud one develops a strong
desire to throw off the yoke of servitude, This desire is further heightened by a taste of
the joy of freedom, either through personal experience of free countries or through study
and imagination of the happy conditions that result from freedom. The psychological
aspect of " tapasya '* in the cause of our country's salvation consists in making our mind
more and more sensitive to national humiliation and racial discrimination and in inten»
eifying our desire for freedom. This can be effected by the study of history, observation of
onr present-day degradation, contemplation of the ideal of life and above all by comparing
conditions prevailing under the regime of servitude with those prevailing under the
reign of freedom.
Baptism, initiation, <( deeksha " etc. have to me but one meaning — viz,, consecration
ol our life at the alter of freedom. Complete self-consecration will not be possible in a day.
But as we become more and more imbued with the desire for freedom we shall get a
taste of joy unspeakable and we shall realise more and more that life has a meaning
and a purpose. A revolution will set in — our thoughts, feelings and aspirations will
undergo a transformation. Only one thing in life will have value for us — viz. Freedom;
and our inner life will be bo metamorphosed or recreated as to conform to that ideal. The
experience of this gradual transformation is almost indescribable. When this transforma-
tion is complete, we shall be reborn; we shall be *< dwijas " in the real sense of the
term. Thereafter we shall think, feel and even dream only of freedom and all omr
activity will be permeated with but one desire — the desire to attain freedom. In a word
we shall become freedom-intoxicated human beings who live, move and have their being
only in freedom.
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-Oace the desire for freedom is enkindled in our hearts, it will need an adeqiH&e
instrument in orcier to fulfil itself. For this purpose all our faculties, physical, intellectnal
«n«f moral — will have to be requisitioned, "We shall have to unlearn much of what we have
learnt and learn for the first time what we never were taught. The body and the mind
will have to undergo a new course of training and discipline in order to be fit for the
'Ink of achieving freedom. Tbe external aspect of our life will also change. Lexnryf
d comfort will have to be abandoned, new modes of life will have to be adopted
tiEayts shunned. Thus will our whole life become a purified instrument for the

